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OBSERVATI.Q!ill !NQ COMMENTS 

E. E. Hare has made a number of drawings of the lunar crater Proclus with 
his 7-inch reflector. These reveal, among other features, a black streak run
ning in a north-south direction the whole length of the floor and located a 
little east of its center. This streak may be Schmidt's cleft ( pg. 218 of 
Goodacre 2s ~ ); but Hare now thinks that he saw the shadow of a low ridge, 
or perhaps a fault with a raised west wall. Hare has also seen a deep crater 
at the southern end of this ridge and another crater at the foot of a v-shaped 
ravine in the southeast wall. A light streak ru11ning up t.he ins:Lde central 
west wall is the side of a ridge which causes a ·t-~rinkle in "'ci1e crest-line there, 
Hare reports. His observations have been made with Proclus sevoral days from 
the surxise terminator. 

Our February and March, 1949, issues contained an article about the walled 
plain Grimaldi by J. C. B'artlett. T. Cragg was thus impelled to make a draw
ing of this object with a 6-inch reflector at 5h 3om on March 14 ( Universal 
Time here and later). The eastern longitude of the sunrise terminator was 8394 
so that Grimaldi had been in sunlight for about a day.. Cragg remarked a long, 
pointed, bright streak tapering from the north end of Grimaldi to an apex near 
its middle. He suspected that this streak might be composed of tiny hills and 
mounds since what appeared to be minute shadows behind hills were observed. 
Very good definition will doubtless be needed to see the presumed hills dis
tinctly. 

The lunar crater Conon has been observed and drawn during the last few 
months by E. J. Reese ( 6-inch reflector ),·E. E. Hare (7-inch reflecto~. T. 
Cragg (12-inch refractor, 6-inch reflector) 1 and T.R. Cave (12-lnch refractor). 
Early in the year Reese directed special attention to a very dark streak, which 
he calls "fault b11 , visible at the foot of the northwest inner wall between 
colongitudes 240 and 400. (Colongitude is the eastern longitude of the sunrise 
termina.tor.) He had found apparent temporary obscurations of this streak from 
ti•·ne to time. For example, on March 20, 1948, "fault b11, was wide and dark 
but was interrupted qy a hazy band just before reaching the shadow of the south
west wall, the colongitude being 2693.. With the very same conditions of ob
servation on September 13, 1948, at 2691 Reese found "fault b11 conspicuous, 
black, and unbroken. Reese therefore proposed that lunarians make special 
efforts to examine 11fault b 11 each lunation between the colongitudes mentioned 
aboveo If several different observers could agree about a changing appearance 
of the mark, that would constitute f§.r .ill..9.!:£ dAcisive evidence for a lur~a!'·.~hange 
!nd.~penaent of· solar illl.ll!lihetion tl:Ia-n 1,~ou):d·~ t"he-. worlk of: o:pe observe~r aJ;.9_n~ .•• 

On April 8, 1949, at colongitude 26Q7 Reese found "fault b" very conspicuous 
and unbroken. On April 9 Reese at 39~4 and Hare at 38~4 agreed that it was 
dark and unbroken. On April 10 both observers examined Conon at 50~ 5 and 
found "fault b11 continuous, though rather faint. On May 8 near 330 Reese and 
Hare again found this mark conspicuous and unbroken. On .Tune 6 at 2693 Hare 
observed "fault b11 as dark but inconspicuous against a northwest wall almost 
as dark as itself. He noted a gray streak on the northwest wall "so faint it 
appeared to fade out just before reaching b" and thus causing no break in b. 
If the results of the attempted cooperative observing secured so far appear 
very meager, it is hoped that much more may be achieved if more observers 
having instruments capable of good definition will concern themselves with 
this program. In the near future Conon will be suitably illuminated on August 
4, August 5, September 3, October 2, and October 3. These are u. T. dates; 
subtract £nQ to get local civil time evening dates in the United States and 
Canada. 
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T. Cragg perhaps enjoye~ his best view of Conon with the 12-inch refractor 
on March 9 at colongitude 2197. He perceived two pinnacle-like peaks near the 
foot of the south inner wall. Cragg says that these were pinnacles "beyond 
the shadow of a doubt" and that he could have measured their heights with a 
micrometer, presumably b,y measuring the lengths of their shadows. Cragg re
observed the peaks under higher lighting on April 9. It is very puzzling that 
a npreliminary map" of Conon b,y Reese not only does not show Cragg's pair of 
~aks but shows a pair of £W~ near or at their position. Can som~one 
solve the mystery? Cave on April 9 at 41~3 drew a crater in the center of 
the floor of Conon and two smaller craterlets or mounds in its west half. If 
one may judge from .the shadows, they were craterlets and not mounds. 'l'his cen
tral craterlet has not been seen by other observers and should hence be looked 
for,. 

At 2h 3?m on May 3i.L. T. Johnson observed a bright speck against the 
moon in his 10-inch reflector at l79X during the course of a survey of the 
eartnlit hemisphere for possible lunar meteors or possible lunar meteoritic 
impact-flares. -The s~ellar magnitude was estimated to be 9 or 10. The dura
tion of visibility was less than half a second~ No color was noticed1nor was 
there a detectable disc. On a sk.etch Johnson shows the speck very near the 
east limb of the moon and at.the latitude of the Riccioli dark area.· Johnson 
further notes: "As it [the speck] was of very short duration and my attention 
was on the center of the field when it appeared, I do not .have· a good idea 
of its motion or direction. The motion was less than 15 miles, I believe; 
and I could not be sure it moved at all. Also, I cannot be sure whether it 
wa~ just inside the limb,. just outside, or right at the limb. [It was] no 
more than 20 miles either wa:y. Although the speck was faint and of very short 
duration, I am positive there was something there, Earlier~t 1h 58I'l] what 
was apparently a ·terrestrial telescopic meteor flashed· most of the way across 
the field. It.·travelled in a northerly direction, was very faint, and ·.vas 
much too fast to be a lunar meteor$ It was only visible for an instant and 
was barely visible against· the· earthlit moon. The speck observed at the limb 
could have had a larg~ .radial c~ponent of velocity • 11 We hope that Mr. 
Juhnsonts success will encourage others to examine the earthlit hemisphere as 
he does. If his May 31 speck .was completely stationary and was not outside the 
limb of the moon, it may have been .a· meteoritic impact-flare - or a meteor mov
ing precisely along the line of sight. , : 

On pages 6 and 7 of our May issue we spoke.of the desirability of Arg
elander step-estimates of the relative brightnesses of the satellites of 
Saturn,~ where the step or unit is the smallest perceptible differAnce · ~n 
brightness. E. E. Hare has communicated the observations listed below, which 
he made with a 7-inch reflector. These abbreviations are employed for the 
satellites: T for Titan, R for Rhea, 3 for Japetus, Te for Tethys, and D for 
Dione. · 

~ ~ Observation ~ 

1949, March 29 4hom Te 3D. Both at·east elongation 

April 14 4hfPi ·TJ.4J8R R. near conjunction. 
... .. J near w·est elongation • 

April 18 2hom .T S.J 

~4ijll. 
.. : 

April 20 TSJJ.4R6D· R neaJ: west elongation. 
, . . . D at east elongation. 
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Date Time Observation ~ 
1949, April 23 2h4om T 8 J 

April 24 1h45m Tl2.T8R7D7Te Te just out of eclipse. 

May 6 3hom Tl8R7J7D3Te Te near conjunction. 

2h3om 
J'" near T. 

May 8 T18R6nD J near conjunction. 

On two of these dates Haas observed with a 6-inch reflector and with the 
following results: April 23 at 5h7ffi, T 7J; May 3 at 5h 11m, T 13 R (both 
near west elongation). Mr. Hare opines that amateurs seriously interested 
in this problem would do well to construct a simple photometer to achieve 
greater accuracy in the estimates. The editor thinks that two serious sources 
of error in simple visual estimates are the fact that Titan is often much 
brighter than any other-satellite so that a useful estimate ~f the intervening 
munber of steps becomes very difficult. and the large systematic effect upon 
the observed brightness of a satellite caused by the illumination of the field 
by the ball and rings. A photometer can overcome the first difficulty, but 
the evaluation of the systematic error may be far from easy. A simple compar
i3on suggested to Haas that in May Tethys and Dione were seen about as well 
ai:. elongation as a star of-magnitude 13 11 0 on a dark sky. If so, the systematic 
correction was then about two magnitudes at the elongation-distance of tbese· 
bodies from Saturn and must have been larger closer to their primary. Finally, 
w0 want to remind our readers that the slight tilt of the rings during the 
19!,9-50 apparition will reduce one source of background-light and "ivill. be fav
orable to studies of the brightnesses of the satellites. 

J. C. Bartlett summarizes his observations of Saturn with a 3.5-inch re
flector from April 27 to June 23 as follows: 11 It would certainly appear that 
following an earlier appearance of weak color and little activity,heightP.ned 
c0lor And marked activity in the south hemisphere of Saturn became promi~ent 
from .A;Jril through June: Most noteworthy, perhaps, has been the appearance 
in this jnterval of festoons, wisps, and thin pencil-line sh-~·3::t.ngs on t!:1e 
Sot;.th Tropical Zone and the frequent developments of conde!'J.satic1s in both 
th8 South Equatorial Belt and the South Temperate Belt [between which the 
South Tropical Zone lies] , also occasional undulatory outlines of the edges 
of both polar zone shadings." The South Temperate Zone between the S. T. D. 
and tre shaded South Polar Region was so dusky from: May 14 to Jwo 6 as·to 
appear to be a part of this· polar shading. At ]_h 15m on Hay 26 the No:"+,h · 
Tropical Zone looked white to Bartlett, and at 1h 27m on June 4 it was 0'hl.te 
and pe!'haps as bright as the Equatorial Zone. Does he here confi::-m th.e 1.m
usual brightness that Haas attributed· to the N. Tr. Z in late Hay and ea:.:~J..y 
June (pg. 9 of Jully issue)? However, Bartlett found theN. Tr.- z. yelJ.•)W on 
J'une 1 and 3. He sometimes, but not always, saw a 11 blackish inner cap" on the 
extreme south limb inside the general polar shading •. Colors seen by Bart19tt 
include slate-green,· gray-green, a. nd brownish-gray in the S. P. R.; ~.;'.1ite, 
yello-vT, yellovr-6range, and brownish-orange . in the zones ·between the S. P, R. 
and the S. E. B. ; gray in the S. T. B. ; and light chocolate and b:i .. ownish in 
the S. E. B. The Equatorial Zone was always white· except for a paJ.e yel:.ow
i~h tint on June 23. The North Polar Region was usually bluish gray. At 
lh 16m on May 14 Bartlett found Saturn so ruddy as.to affect its color to the 
naked eye. ncomparison with Regulus left no doubt of this. 11 Perhaps our 
readers would fin~ it interesting to compare the color and brightness of 
Saturn to first magnitude stars of known s~ellar magnitude and spectral class. 
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It might be possible to detect or confirm changes in the hue and tone of large 
areas of the planet in this way. 

On pg. 10 'of our July issue we reported that Reese, Hare, and Haas found 
the rings to grow di~er last spring. Bartlett also concurs and has·found 
both Rings A and B increasingly darker r'elative to the Equatorial Zone since 
Harch 9. Near the first of May each .one underwent a change in color, he 'lr.r.rites; 
A altered from a reddish orange tint.to grayish or bluish-gray, and B changed 
from bright yellowish to whitish gray. On July 21 Haas observed the rings to 
be still rather dim. 

Rather poor views of Saturn in June-and July suggest that it was under
going no great changes.· The Crape Band remained dark arid wide. Hith a 12-
inch reflector on J1.me 24 T. Cragg found Ring C at the ansae to reach about 
0.45 of the way from the inner edge of Ring B to the globe. Cragg recorded 
a bright zone just north of the South Polar Band on June 26 and part of another 
zone f8rther north on J"uly 5. With a 12-inch reflector and fairly good see
ing c.·n JU..l'le 30 Cragg perceived -vlithin the bright North Polar Cap a thin dark 
sbfl.ding or streak on the extreme limb. South of the cap was the usual ( for 
hi:rr.) h'oad North North Temperate Belt. We may, of course, hope to see the 
north polar regions of Saturn better during the 1949-50 apparition. The same 
obser·vation showed a thin and faint belt just south of the south component 
of ~te S. E. B. Cragg finds the north part of the Equatorial Zone still de
fin5teJ.y brighter than the south part, with the boundary between them very 
sin")_ous. he susTects that the s. E. B. components are closer together than 
some\ m0:r.thf' ar,obecause Saturn is more remote?) and that Ring B between its 
irJ:1::r udge and the Third Division is a trifly less dusky than before. Cragg 
and L. T • Johnson could still see the Third Division in June. 

. . 
A letter from E. J. Reese on June 27 contains the following valuable re

marks about "personal equation" in Jupiter central meridian transits: 11T'hese 
lar~~e s~rst8matic errors may have caused some observers to consider visual t-::-cw.'l
si·t. 1-:ark irr.?ractical. Hoivever, it should be stressed that if these syste!TI"i-:.:lc 
errc)-::-s are :mcwn and constant ( and there is good evidence that they <.'.re ::::o:,
stan"e-) thP.y will have no effect on the accuracy of rotation period::, doterrr.'.rl·::d 
from t:r:-ansit-positions.- In 19M~, E. E. Hare and I obtained 17 Jovian trar~: ·_ts 
of ~-he sa:1e objects on the same dates. Hare 1s longitude values are 4<?5 grsc':.cr 
thar, mine on the average. After allowance is made for this systematic die· ... 
erenre, a."l a.;,rerage sporadic error of 292 remains - this represents a."l aver8.Cc 
error of or:ly 3 2/3 minutes in timing a transite It Hill be recalled t:h.c;.:. 
Maedlo-vr gave a tpossible error' of 2° either way--for his micrometric measu):"e 
of tha position of the R. S. H. in.l948 with a 26-inch refractor." 

There follow the first Interirl Reports from our Jupiter and Venus Recorders. 
The one about Jupiter is illustrated by the enclosed photographic print, c0pies 
of 'Hhich were very kindly furnished -by Mr. Reese. He hope that the four c3_-..-·.::..v
ings of J'upiter exhibited on it will-encourage ne1v- observers by demonstret.'::,g 
how much can be seen 'I,Tith ordinary-sized teles-copes of ~cod optical qualH~:. 

JUPITER IN -MAY AND JUNE 
by Elmer J'. Reese, Acting Jupiter Recorder 

. .. 

The first half of the 1949 apparition of J"upiter has. been notable- per
haps remarkable - for. striking changes affecting vast areas of tht;3 planet 1.s 
southern hemisphere. Th!3 North Equatorial Beltand Equatorial Zone have also 
been very active. Some of the belts and zones have displayed colors of t:..."lu.sual 
purity and strength. The Giant Planet is indeed a wonderful and in-· 
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teresting world to study; we can only wish that it were not so low in the 
sky for observers in north temperate latitudes. 

ReeL §pot and Hollow. The Red Spot, which was very fEdnt in 1947 and quite 
invisible in 19L,.8, was distinctly seen by E. E. Hare on Nay 28 (fig • .3) as 
a dusky pink shading in the southern !'art of the Hollow. Subsequent to Hay 
7, E. J. Reese regularly saw the Red Spot as an elliptical, orange-ochre 
stain about 28° long in the S Tr z. Both observers agree that the Red Spot 
was in contact v-rith the north edge of the STB. There is some evidence that 
the Red Spot grevJ darker while the SEB faded - a normal but unexplained re
action. At best, however, the Red Spot must have been very faint in May since 
excellent drawings of this region ~J L. T. Johnson on May 9, 14 and 26 and by 
T. R. Cave on May 21 show nothing of the Spot but do shou a narrovr dusky strea." 
in the S Tr Z outlining the follovrine end of the Hollow. It would seem that 
the Red Spot appears much darker to some eyes than to others, and F. n. Vaughn 
has suggested that color sensitivity of various eyes may be. the variable fac-
tor involved (JRASC, vel • .39, no. 10, p • .384). 

T. Cragg was very much surprised to find the Hollou very dull and reddish 
on Ju.11e 16 when it was about 6.3° east of the central meridian. Hi th the 
Hollovr about 42° east of the central meridian on Jtme 4, C. B. Stephenson no
ticed that the Hollow appeared darker ~han the S Tr Z but lighter than the EZ. 
Twenty-five intensity estimates by Reese in Hay and June indicate that the 
Red Spot and Hollm..r wore darker when near the limb than when near the central 
meridian; the Hollow, however, vras frequently quite bright even when very near 
the east limb but much duller at equal distances from the west limb. (Here 
we arc referring to that portion of the HolloH not occupied by the Red Spot). 
It will be noticed that three observers (figs. 1,2,.3) agree that the very 
c3.rk SEBs ends abruptly at the preceding and follovling ends of the Hollo\v and 
is not visibly deflected around the north end of the Hollou. A thin faint 
belt has been seen near the middle of the S Tr Z in all loneitudes except thosr 
occupied by the Hollow. 

\1e have these longitudes ( II ) for the Red Spot and Hollm-1: 

Obgr.Y.Q£ Liniting Date~ .Q])j ect Prec. End Center Fol. End 

Hare :Vay 21-Jun. 22 RSH 222° (5 cbs.) 2.370 (.3) 2510 (4) 
R8Bse May 2 -Jtin. 24 RSH 2210 (-9) 2.350 (11) 2490 (Jl) 
R~Jose May 9 -J U.'1. 24 RS 22.30 (8) 2.380 (7) 252° (6) 

.s11ts. The NEB was easily the most prominent belt on the planet. : The SEB, 
w~dch was so dark and cons:?icuous in :Harch and April, has cqntinued to fade~ 
A list of the belts recorded in Hay arranged in order of decreasing average 
conspicuousness follows~ NEB, SEBs, STB, NNTB, t.TTB, SEBn, EB, SSTB, SPB, 
NNNTB, NPB, STrZB, STeZB. A similar list for June follows: NEB, STB, SEBs, 
NNTB, NTB, SEEn, EB, SSTB, NNNTB, NPD, SPB. Some of the abbreviations used 
here are arbitrary. 

The appearance of the NTD-NNTB ret;ion varied greatly in different longi
tudes and may also have been subject to rapid changes. Thus, with poor see
ing on June 15 at C!1 (II) 25°, Crrrgg found the NTB clearly visible -~th a 
dark condensation a little east of the central meridian. However with fairly 
good seeing on June 20 at CM (II) .300 he ,.,as unable to see either the NTB or 
the NNTB. 
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~~. The Equatorial ,Zone was dull while the two tropical ·zones 
stood out like bright ribbons of light on an otherwise dusky globe •. 
The STrZ was slightly brighter than the NTrZ. The NTeZ was fairly 
brit;ht for about 120° follovrincr the loncritude of the Hollow, but else
'''here it vre.s very dull; indeed near longitude (II) 1200 it was so very 
dark that it combined with the NTB and NNTB to form a wide belt ~hich 
rivaled the SEBs near the end of June. A beautiful dravring by Johnson 
on June 6 (fig. 4) shows the preceding end of this dark section near 
84°. Reese found the follo'\oring .end near 1450 on May 30 and near 161° 
on July 3. It is hoped that eno'u[;h transit observations of the.se in
teresting features will be obtained to enable reliable rot~tion periods 
to be determined. .At best, the :STP-Z is very much fainter 'than it vras 
in 191}8. The SEB Interior Zone· brightened remarkablb. D.. O'Toole ob
served this zone to be fairly bright on June 27 at 11 30m. 

CoJ,Qrs. The Equ.atorial Zone was yellovr-ochre toruddy in color ex-
cept for some white oval areas along the south edge of the NEB. The 
tropical zones r!.ppeared white to Reese; however Cragg found them to be 
very prominent when viewed through a yellow filter and concluded that 
they must be very yellow. .A clear yellow hue was seen in the SEB 
Interior Zone late in June. A deep-brown-red color pervadod the NEB; 
however, the projections on the south edge of this belt and the Equa
torial Band may have been neutral or even slightly bluish! Perhaps 
the purest color of all was an orange hue frequently seen in the SEBn. 

STB CJoud. Mr. E. E. Hare '\ol!'ites in part as follows: "The follo'l-T-
ing er.d of a darker section of the STB at 189° on May 28 coincides 
closely with an extrapolation of the preceding end of the 1948 enclos
ed white cloud (1pe Strolling Astronomer, val. 2, no. 10, p. 10) • .A 
section 130 long is the lightest part of the belt." Mr. c. B. 
Stephenson writes: "Observing Jupiter on the morning of June 4 this 
year I noticed a gap, or markedly lightened area, in the STB very 
sj_roilar in appearance to the one noticed by E. E. Hare last spring. · 
I obtained 9h 32m for the time of tre.nsi t of the center of the area, 
or a longitude (II) of 1900. I obtained 80° and 74° for the longi
tude of its center on .Atigust 19 and 26, respectively, a motion of 
0984 per day. The June 4 object if the same one, has then drifted 
in decreasing longitude by about 2440 since .August 26, 19~.8 or 0936 
per day. The agreement is close arid seems to leave little doubt that 
tbis is Hare's feature, still conspicuous and still drifting in de
creasing longitude." .A splendid drawing by Cragg on June 16 show3 
tre preceding end of this cloud near 172o. The cloud must have been 
Vbry faint or invisible early in the present apparition. W. H. Haas 
suggests that the area may have maintained its drift while undetect
able below the visible surface of Jupiter. 

Another STB Cloud, T. Cragg on June 20 and L. T. Johnson on July 
2 observed a conspicuous bright rift or cloud along the niddle of the 
STB near longitude (II) 340°. No other reports~ or' this feature have 
been received. 

~ ;. ' ' 

§atellite Phenomen.5!:£. The small black disciml.the north' edge of the-.NEB in 
figures 1 and 2 1s the shadow of . .itupi ter II~ On May 26 at 9~ E.:IJ;. ·Hare 
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observed Jupiter III .. on the central meridian projected against the southern 
half of the NEB. The 13atellitels disc was noticeably darker than the NEB' 
but not black. A drawing by Johnson at 9h 4m on the same.date shows the 
disc of that satellite as a very dark spot in the same position. Mr. Johnson 
at first thought this dark spot to be the shadow of a satellite ! On May 2 
at ~20m Reese observed Jupiter IV on the planet's central meridian. The 
satellite's disc appeared black as shadow with the l~B tangent to its north 
edge. · 

INTERIM REPORT ON VENUS, MAY, J!JNE, JULY 1242 
by T. R. Cave, Jr., Acting Venus Recorder 

Observations of Venus were made by Cragg, White, Stephenson, 01Toole and 
Cave during May, June and July. Mr. Donald 01Toole· observing from Vallejo, 
California on May 8 at 23h 3oiD (U. T. here and later) and using lOOX on a 
~-" refl. found the size of the Planet's disk to be about 1011 in diameter and 
apparently perfectly circular with no indications of surface det~il. Mr. 
C, B. Stephenson's observation at 16h on May 10 was described on pge 6 of the 
June Strolling Astronomer • O'Toole observed on May 22 at 2oh 15m, using 
his .3-!-11 Refl. in excellent seeing. He found the disk devoid of detail but 
slightly oval in appearance. Mr. E. K. White observed Venus on June 19 at 
2oh (1:00 P.M., M.S.T.) from his observatory in Kimberley,B. c., using his 
long focus 711 Refl. 'under app:trently good seeing conditions, and obviously 
excellent transparencya White observed no surface detail, though the irr~ee 
W'lS 1mll defined •. He found the Planet readily visible to the naked eye ot:.ce 
the location was rioted~ Ivf.r. T. A. Cragg of Los Angeles, California obser1·ed 
o:a a r.u,;:nber of days during June and July. In late May and early June Cragg 
noted prominent i1Polar Cusp Cap-Bands"; also he find nearly always a broad 
fPJ.nt "Equatorial Belt" a..."ld thinks that the Polar Bands decrease in intensity 
with increasing phase. Haas points out that he thinks this is usual during 
the period of thick phase. On each side of the "Equatorial Belt" a faint 
zone exists which Cragg feels might be attributed to contrast between the 
normal wtitish color of the general surface of the Planet and the darker 
texture of the belt. Mr. Cragg has sent five very fine detailed drawings 
of Venus on various days during June and early July. On June 8, using a 
six inch refl., 104X,at 3h 1om he noted a rather intense large white area 
south from the equatorial zone of the limb, with a less intense smaller white 
area just to the north on the limb. Rather faint cusp caps are depicted, 
a11d. some vague darker band detail. Cragg found on June 24 a .prominent Equa
torial Band with the south cusp appearing more as a band than on previous 
drawings. At this observation he felt that a rather intense amount of activity 
,,rr.s occurring in the north temperate region of the disk. On June 28 at 3h he 
fcund the state of the clouded disk to he rather quiescent with an interesting 
amount of vague detail in a high southern latitude zone. On June 29, 3h 2om, 
Cragg found a striking similarity of detail with the Juno 24 observation. The 
detail was somewhat displaced to tho south; but with the exception of a large 
very white area on the south terminator, the details were as seen on the 24th 
but shifted some degrees to the south. Cragg explains this in part by this 
analysis: "If the planet is rotating at a rate exceeding 24 hours by not too 
great an amount, the June 28 observation would have probably been made when 
the distur.bed area was on the other side of the planet. 11 He feels that the 
details wGre not the same. However, the Recorder finds the striking similarity 
of detail indicates tho poles of the planet to be at a considerably different 
position than at the cusps. Cragg suggests that one pole may lie not far from 
the visible center of tho disk. On July 5 at 3h 25m Cragg made his last ob
servation of this series on which some of the detail seen on June 24, 28 and 29 



remains in good position. Cragg then stated: 11The big question remains; are 
these details the same or are they not? Past experience with tho transitory 
manner in which Venus usually presents its detail seems to want to make one 
believe that tho two areas are not one and the same." 

Tho Recorder feels that Cragg may have something significant and that a 
more complete study is hero desirable either, of course, of this same detail 
or possibly of another similar; but more complete series should be undertaken 
by one of tho excellent observers in tho A. L. P. o. The Recorder observed 
the planet on July 10 at 1h 1om, using an eight-inch Roflo and 200X. He found 
the terminator easily distinguished from the limb, a slight suspicion of do
tail in the form of one very vague area of considerable size near the southern 
portion of the terminator and somewhat darker in intensity than the rest of 
tho disk, and also a small and sl~ghtly lighter area near tho north cusp. 

At present Venus is a rather difficult object to observe, still near tho 
Sun and very gibbous. The diameter of the disk is slowly.oxpanding but is 
still rather small. It is at this time, however, that observational work is 
of tho greatest in1portanco, as with all other objects for astronomical obser
vation; for as tho object becomes less difficult to do work on, tho more work 
is done. Venus should be observed during tho next few months by all planetary 
observers 'Who find it possible to do so. Remember, absence of detail may be 
just as significant as observed details. 

THE LUNAR ECLIPSE OF APRIL 13~~ 

by Walter H. Haas 
(continued from July issue) 

ON RESULTS OF LUNAR METEOR SEARCHES 

If Haas' estimate that his speck was of stellar magnitude 11 is correct 
and if the limiting magnitudes in the table above are also correct, then tho 
failure of most other observers to see his object is explained, The only 
othe:.~s watching at 4h 28m and seeing faint enough objects to be able to note 
this one are Tisde..le and Bridgen or Douglas. These two ·colleagtles did not 
see the Haas speck. If the susoected specks near Jh 57m and Jli 53m are real, 
the cbances for confirmation woulc;l be much bettor; six observers were then 
W9.tc}~ing with a sufficiently dim limiting magnitude, not counting those 'l."ho 
suspected the specks. However, the six saw nothing. 

One interpretation of this lack of confirmation is that the specks are 
illusions. However, it appears difficult to apply this argument to all of 
the growing number of specks seen outside of eclipses. Another possibility 
is that one has terrestrial meteors, mich are naturally not seen against 
the moon at both of two widely separated stations. A third interpretation 
is that coverage of the moon in such s oarches· is really incomplete. Th') 
o bsorver having no c lock-dri vo knows· that he loses time from watching w::en 
he moves the telescope to follow the moon, but it may also well be that bright 
specks visible against the moon within the field of view are· often overlooked 
even when there is a good drive. This possib.ility gains likelihood from ex
perience with naked-eye observations of ordinary shooting stars:, surely a 
close analogy. It has been found that meteors within tho section of sky 
watched by a given observer do sometimes go unseen and that a iarge number of 
observers would be needed to give complete coverage of the whole sky .. 

...g"'. 



At any rate I hope that many observers will make careful surveys of 
tho moon for possible lunar meteors or impact-flares during the total lunar 
eclipse on October 6-7, 1949. It would be especially good if some largo 
apertures could be devoted to this problem. Perhaps bettor skies than we 
had last April will allow tho obtaining of more data and hence the roaching 
of some conclusions. If two or more well-separated observers should see 
the same object in the same place on the moon at the same time, that would 
constitute conclusive evidence that one is dealing with an object near the 
surface of the moon and not in the earth's atmosphere. otherwise, arguments 
for lunar meteors rest upon statistical considerations only. 

POSSIBLE ECLIPSE-CAUSED CHANGES 

Another principal observational program consisted of the careful exami
nation of a few selected lunar regions for possible changes in appearance 
caused by the umbra 1 s passage. Observers participating in this program arc 
D. P. Barcroft with a 10-inch reflector, P. D. Bevis with a 10-inch reflector 
T. R. Cave with a 6-inch reflector, T. Cragg with a 10-inch reflector, P. F. 
Froeschner with a 10-inch reflector, D, Garneau with a 12-inch reflector, W. h 
Haas with a 6-inch reflector, A. Hestin with a 12-inch reflector, A. W. Mount 
with an 8-inch reflector, the Messieurs Roques with a 4-inch refractor, and 
c. B. Stephonson with a 3.5-inch refractor. Now he would be a naive lunariar 
who would conclude that an eclipse changed the appearance of a lunar object 
merely because it looked somewhat different on two different occasions. It 
is e-widen"'ily important to know tho normal or usual appearance of t.he area at 
the so:ar illumination prevailing just after tho eclipse. To determine this 
nor:nal appearance one may observe the obj oct on the night before and tho 
night after the eclipse or in other lunations near full moon, and one may 
also study good photographs of the moon. Further, one should compare the 
post-emorsion'(in the umbra) aspect with tho pre-immersion aspect; and if 
the two differ, one should investigate whether or not the passing hours brinf 
a roturn·to the pre-immersion aspect. (If tho moon was not observable befcrcE 
totality, one can look for a return to tho usual appearance). In those im-· 
plied comparisons one must be careful not to be deceived by changing seeing, 
trJ.nsparency, etc. It is also necessary to beware of spurious effects du.e 
to penumbral illumination; in fact, it is probably impossible on this account 
to establish tho reality of eclipse-caused changes that do not endure for at 
least 15 minutes after emorsion from the umbra. rn this connection importc.nt 
and instructive observations of Atlas, showing the gradual change in aspect 
and the final disappearance of the detail with the approach of tho umbra,· •,ral!'c 
made in Franco at this eclipse by Mr. A. Hestin and the ·Messieurs Roquos. 
Their drawings and accompanying notes are published in an n An.."1.oxe11 to 
Docr:roontation des Obsorvateurs, no. 8, 1949. It is perhaps obvious that the 
observer should be familiar with the regions that he watches for possible 
eclipse-caused changes. Naturally not all our observers could apply all 
these criteria to the regions that they watched for possible changes, but 
Stephenson and Haas were able to employ almost all of them. 

Linne, This white area was in the umbra from3h 9m to 5h 26ID. Stepha~ 
son observed its size, brightness, and sharpness of outline by comparing it 
to other bright spots on Mare Serenitatis. No worthwhile evidence for changE. 
in size or sharpness was found, but tho 'Orightness very probably varied. On 
April 12, the night before the eclipse, at 7h 15m Linne was slightly dimmer 
than two comparison-craters, which Stephenson· calls A and B. At 1h ·15m on 
April 13 he found Linne brighter than.A and B. At 5h 4QID its brightness was 



"possibly slightly less than before the ecli~;se." As Linne was seen better 
vrith, better lie;hting, it ~!C.s found to be neru.1 er A end D in brightness than 
at ln 15m; in fact, at 5n 50m and 6h 28m ( last view) it 1.-ms fainter than A 
and B, ns on April 12. At 3h 15m on April l4 Stephenson found Linne much 
brighter than A and B, thus as at 1h 15m on April 13. 

Haas compared the size and brightness of Linne to Bessel and to several 
spots on Serenitatis. He found its size to be unaffected by the eclipse; if 
it ·uas apparently lare;er near the edge of the umbra, this effect wo.s the 
samehbefore L~ersion Qlld after emersion and can be blamed upon dim lightinc. 
At 4 52m on April 12 Haas found Linne as br".g~~t as spot B: aud sliGhtly 
bright::n~ than spot D, these letters being his ovr1 nomenclature only. At 
2h 39m on April 13 he found Linn~ slightJ.y brighter than B, which in turn 
slightly surpassed D; he thus ac;reos wi V1 St.ephenson that t}1e pre-:1.m:mersion 
bric;htness surpassed ti1at on April 12. At 5n 34m and 6h om Linne uas dio
tinctly dimmer, c,t least relative to E e.nd D, than before the eclipse; 
for it now equalled them in br~ghtness. Hence, this observer too found an 
eclipse--caused dinning. At 6 36m Hans found Linne ve:c7 sliGhtly ~)righter 
th.an B and D, 1)ut it may not have regained .its pre-ir,:s:·ersion intensity 
until 3h 5/.,..m (after 6h 28m, :.according to Stephenson) • 

This dimr.1ing is not possibly a mere penumbral effect; for Linne left the 
penumbra near 6h 20m and in addition Haas found Linne di!.uner after emersion 
than before immersi~n vlhen at the same distance from the edge of the umbra. 

Hestin in France could observe only before iP:rne:c~sion. His estimate of 
the size of the "aureole" of Linne agrees fairly vell with Huo.s 1 • He esti
mated that the diameter of the interior of the craterJet van about 1/6 that 
of the aureole, corresponding to about 1.3 to 1.6 lans. (0.8 to 1.0 mile~;?.) 
At 5h 32m and 5h 41m Mount thought~Linne white area the same size, shape, 
and brit;htness as before the eclipse on the basis of conparisons Hith previously 
chosen suitable objects; ho-vrever, his p0st-emersion views were throt~p:h thin 
cL~rus clouds. Linne lool:ed normal to Barcroft soon before gh. Garneau 
noticed no changes here in observations apparently ending near 6h; it is not 
l:no".m hovJ carefully he observed the brightness. 

G:r::im.§lldi. This lare-e plain was in the umbra from 2h 31m to 4h 58m: 
Ste:•ho::'.son noticed nothing note\vorthy on the floor but di.d find· a definite 
chunge in the relative brightnesses of three bright spots, at least tvm of 
vJn . .Lch are craters, near the northHest edee of Grimaldi. These form a right 
tr~_anzle vii th the right angle at the southeest spot r.nd the south side of the 
triangle much shorter than the other sides; they r:.re ,,re11 shmm, for example, 
on Plate 16A in \f. H. Pickering's Photoc;raphic Atlas of the Moon. On April 
12 and 14 Stephenson fou.."ld the southeast spot "most definitely brighter" than 
the other tvro, \vi t~1 the southtmst the dimmest; he further notes: "That this 
is the normal brightness order is borne out----by at le<'.st two photoc;raphs of 
Grimaldi of my lmoVJledc;e. 11 It is certainly the brir:.;htness order on Plate;3 
15A, 15B, and 16A in Pickering's Atlas, all t<ll:en near full moon. Hovrevcr, 
at 5h 56m on April 13 Stephenson found the southeastern spot to be interme
diate in brightness botvreen tho then brighter northern one and the third 
spot. He had at the time no rec·ollection of his observation of Aprj.l 12, <',nd 
penumbral illut"11ination can hr.ve plcyed .no observable role. He ex:press.cs con
fidence that a change occurred here·. 
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Cragg made two drawings of Grimaldi. One of them was at 5h 9m from the 
lunar image on a groUnd glass screen with a 12-inch refractor, and the second 
at 5h 49m was a direct viey with a 10-inch reflector. The drawings show only 
the floor and hence tell nothing about Stephensonts bright spots. Cragg ap
parently thinks that the two drawings indicate a change, but the editor fears 
that he must regard the evidence for a change as completely insufficient. The 
conditions for observing were too dissimilar, the later drawing was made with 
very poor transparency, and penumbral lighting must have affected the earlier 
vieu. The change in question was apparently the development of a broad north
south bright streak on the floor, 

Soon before 8h Grimaldi looked normal to Barcroft, but he.probably would 
not have detected any abnormal order of brightness of Stephenson's three spots. 

Eratosthenes. It was in the umbra from 2h 55m to 5h 17m. Haas made 
numerous estimates of the intensities of seven dark areas in or near this 
crater. Four of them were· apparently quite unaffected by the shadm-r1 s passage, 
but the other three darkened appreciably as a result of the eclipse. Of these 
three areas one lies just northwest of the central mountains, the second is 
just east of the central mountains, and the third is east of the second and 
hence i.n the east central part of the floor of Eratosthenes. Haas found that 
these three areas were distinctly darker just after emersion than just before 
immersion~ even though conditions of observation ·Here rather similar. Also, 
they v;e:re darker at 5h 2ZJ1 and later than on April 12 or than near the same 
il:i:umination in the March, 1949, lunation. From 5h 22m to 11h 10m the three 
ar . ..,as, or perhaps only the one northwest of the central mountains, lightened 
slight.::.n but even at 11h 10m they wef'e darker than before i.i'11..rn.ersion. Is it 
significant that they were darker at 4h 50m on April 14, the night after the 
ec}.ipse, than under the very same conditions of observation at Jh .31m on Harch 
15~ 1949?-~The illumination was similar, the colongitude being lOOc;'9 on April 
14 and 94~6 on March 15. 

Drawings by Garneau indicate that the eclipse apparently caused some 
cbmges :1.n Eratosthenes. Unfortunately, it is difficult to identify dark 
areas shown on his drawings with ones observed by Haas and thus to deter
mine vlhether or not they agree on the nature of the eclipse-caused variaticns. 
In "brief glimpses 11 of Eratosthenes bet\veen enersion and 611 Cragg foUnd its 
appearance unchanged by the eclipse; the criterion \-ras. a comparison to its 
appearan0e on April 12, ·the night before the eclipse. · It is perhaps diffi
cult to say whether he would have noticed the comparatively minor effects 
fo1..1Ild by Garneau und Haas. 

Atlas. Immersion was at Jh 22m; emersion, at 5h .33m. The observers 
in France did good work in drawing the pre-immersion appearance but could 
not work after emersion. Haas was able to make observations of the chief 
dark areas on the floor and of the dark band iP. the southwest part of ·the 
floor connecting two of them from 2h 16m to llh 15m. He gave close·atten
tion to their darkness and to their general appearance. It is quite certain 
that the pronounced effects on Atlas of the eclipse of August 26, 1942 were 
not repeated this time~ At that eclipse a ·dark area -west of the center of 
the floor faded almost to invisibility, and the· dark band mentioned above 
did vanish (Popular Astronorox, Volu,.11e 51, .pg. 264, 194.3). ·On April 1.3, 1949, 
however, Ha:fis quite failed to find any effects on Atlas except that from~ 
5h 44m to 6 46m the area west of the center of the floor 1..ras su.§:Qected to 
be smaller than before immersion. At 7h .31m and 8h .39m it was thought to 
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have regained its normal size, but at 9h 5m and nh 15m_ it was unc~rtain · 
\hether it was as large as before ~~ersion or not. Any change is evi-
dently: very uncertain. Cragg thought Atlas normal in a brief glimpse. be-
fore 6h, meaning that it looked the srune to him then as on April 12. Garneau 
found one of the two main dark areas on the floor sometimes as dark as Plato 
or Endymion and sometimes darker than that, but there is apparently a tendency 
for this area to look darkest vrhen well within the penumbra. 

Riccioli. ~ This plain was in: the umbra from 2h 31m to 4h 57m. The dark 
area in its north part is prominent at full moon. Attention ivas chiefly given 
to the south tip of this dark area, Which had_ been observed to be affected at 
several past eclipses. Stephenson and Haas quite failed to find any effect on 
this occasion·, the latter noting that the best vie,..rs shovrEid the south tip . 
longest. At 5h 15m Stephenson thought the boundary between the_northern edge 
of the dark area and the light area filling the rest of the floor of Riccioli 
perhaps somewhat sharper than before, but it is uncertain _that any result of 
the eclipse is involved. Riccioli looked normal to Cragg before 6h and to 
Barcroft soon before sh. 

. ~. This feature was iil the umbra from 3h 9m to 5h 1~. Stephenson 
c'ould detect no effect of the eclipse on the appearance of the near-central 
craterlet·and of a number of light areas or on the darkness of any part of 
the floor.- Barcroft saw nothing unusual about Plato soon befor.e Sh. Cragg 
before 6h tho1~ht Plato the same as on April 12. Cave before 6n rioticed ~~e 
floor· to be 11unusually dark", but it is uncertain without more evidence that 
the eclipse was the cause. 

·other Objects. Barcroft soon before sh also observed Aristarchus and 
tho tvrin crater lets 1'1essier and w-. H. Pickering. They showed their usual 
fu~l-moon aspects. Cragg before 6h also quickly exrurrined Canon and Alphonsus, 
wl:lich were apparently the same as on April 12. 

(to be continued) 

We are glad to announce the appointment of· Mr. C~ B. Stephenson as our 
Acting Hercury Recorder. His address is Room 103, 6208 Drexel, Chicago 37, 
illinois. All observations of Mercurv should be sent to him·· · 

. . 
Hr. T. R. Cave, Jr., Acting Venus Recorder, requests that al:!. observations 

of that planet be mailed to him s.o as to arrive no later than tho tenth of each 
mnr.th. Depending on the observer's distance from Long Beach, California, he 
may hence wish to mail his observations as early as the sixth or seventh. 

Remomoer the Convention of Western Amateurs. at ~ Angeles Qll £~st 22, 
E.2_, and ~. All our readers who can possibly attend are urged· to do so; for 
an excellent program has been planned by the. host organization, the Los Al~goles 
Astronomical Society~ !'hose desiring more inforJ$tiori, .should write ·the P!ogr·am 
Chairman, T. R~ Cave, Jr., Los· Angelos Astronomical Society., Box. 9841, Los . 
Feliz Station, Los Angelos 27, California •. The. editor· looks forward to moct
ine many· of his astronomical friends, some so far kp.own only through corres
pondence, at the convention. 
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